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Program Notes
Robert Lowell (1917–1977) was an American poet of singular achievement, who through 
interpretations and translations created a broad spectrum of inspired work. Three of his more 
compelling poems, The Injured Moon, The Voyage and Meditation, reflect Lowell’s search for his inner 
self, the need to resolve his chaotic and troubled existence. The mid-century Zeitgeist commonly 
produced poets who used non-English writers as a medium for their own work, e.g. Baudelaire, 
Pasternak and Heine. As an interpreter of foreign poets, Lowell put little stress on literal meaning, as 
it obscured the real “tone” of poetry.

These settings are atonal musically, but frequent appoggiaturas suggest the resolution of inner 
conflict in Lowell’s life. A medium tessitura is suggested for performance.

Text

1. The Injured Moon

Oh Moon, discreetly worshipped by our sires, 
still riding through your high blue countries, still
trailed by the shining harem of your stars, 
old Cynthia, the lamp of our retreats... 

the lovers sleep openmouthed! When they breathe, 
they show the white enamel of their teeth. 
The writer breaks his teeth on his worksheets, 
the vipers couple under the hot hill. 

Dressed in your yellow hood, do you pursue 
your boy from night to dawn, til the sun climbs
skyward, where dim Endymion disappears? 

“I see your mother Child of these poor times, 
crushed to her mirror by the heavy years. 
She cunningly powders the breast that nourished you.”

2. The Voyage

I.

For the boy playing with his globe and stamps, 
the world is equal to his appetite— 
how grand the world in the blaze of the lamps, 
how petty in tomorrow’s small dry light! 

One morning we lift anchor, full of brave 
prejudices, prospects, ingenuity— 
we swing with the velvet swell of the wave, 
our infinite is rocked by the fixed sea. 

Some wish to fly a cheapness they detest, 
others, their cradles’ terror— others stand 
with their binoculars on a woman’s breast, 
reptilian Circe with her junk and wand. 

Not to be turned to reptiles, such men daze 
themselves with spaces, light, the burning sky; 
cold toughens them, they bronze in the sun’s blaze 
and dry the sores of their debauchery. 

But the true voyagers are those who move 
simply to move— like lost balloons! Their heart 
is some old motor thudding in one groove. 
It says, its single phrase, “Let us depart!”

[...]

3. Meditation

Calm down, my Sorrow, we must move with care. 
You called for evening; it descends; it’s here. 
The town is coffined in its atmosphere, 
bringing to some, to others care. 

Now while the common multitude strips bare, 
feels pleasure’s cat o’ nine tails on its back, 
and fights off anguish at the great bazaar, 
give me your hand, my Sorrow. Let’s stand back; 

back from these people! Look, the dead years dressed 
in old clothes crowd the balconies of the sky. 
Regret emerges smiling from the sea, 

the sick sun slumbers underneath an arch, 
and like a shroud strung out from east to west, 
listen, my Dearest, hear the sweet night march!
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